Samara: Last year there was a lot of threats and stuff, and the principal didn't want us to carry around backpacks. So that was our problem-trying to, like, get the principal to let us use our backpacks . . . It felt good because we got to make change. Like, now we can carry backpacks.
1. The power of congruence-the sense that one's immediate civic institutions are working for one's benefit-to encourage feelings of civic efficacy in youth. 2. The deep complexities of disjuncture-the sense that one's immediate civic institutions are not looking after one's best interests-for the civic learning experiences of youth.
This study draws on students' lived experiences with civic action research in settings of congruence and disjuncture to consider both the potential and limitations of classrooms as contexts for civic learning and to envisage how educators might most fruitfully structure meaningful, action-oriented, civic learning experiences for students.
Background

Changing Frames: Moving from Deficit to Sociocultural Understandings of Youth Civic Learning
"Ignorance of American history and civics weakens our sense of citizenship," George W. Bush (Office of the Press Secretary, 2002) proclaimed in 2002, noting U.S. students' low scores on the 1998 National Assessment of Educa-the United States' uneven terrain of privilege and opportunity. This interpretive study of civic identity conducted at four different public middle and high schools revealed how students' daily experiences and social positions informed their understanding of civics in powerful ways. Many urban youth of color in the study pointed to disjunctures between the civic ideals expressed in civic texts (such as the Pledge of Allegiance and the Bill of Rights) and the reality of their lives. White, higher-income youth and some immigrant youth expressed congruence between key civic ideals of liberty and justice and their personal experiences. Students experiencing congruence tended to be more complacent (feeling that nothing needed to change) about civic life, while those experiencing disjuncture were more discouraged (feeling that nothing could be changed), while certain practices seemed to move students toward more active and empowered civic identities. Figure 1 , adapted from Rubin (2007) , depicts this typology of civic identity.
Our study builds on this framework, investigating the implementation of a curricular and instructional approach designed to transform civic learning into a meaningful endeavor that leverages, rather than denies, students' daily experiences as citizens.
Youth Inquiry for Civic Learning in Social Studies Classrooms
This reframing of civic identity development has implications for classroom practice. In the United States, social studies classrooms are seen as pivotal sites for citizenship education, yet their pedagogies and curricula often do little to stimulate interest in civic life or commitment to civic action (Abowitz & Harnish, 2006; kahne, Rodriguez, Smith, & Thiede, 2000) . The textbooks that are the basis for historical study-the standard proxy for civic education in most public schools-tend to present a one-dimensional, triumphalist view of U.S. history that does little to engage students or develop understanding of the complexities of freedom, inequality, and the ongoing struggle for rights and justice in this society (Justice, 2007; Levinson, 2009; Loewen, 1996; Seixas, 2000) . The lived civic experiences of many students, and of the communities and racial and ethnic groups to which they belong, make a simple patriotic approach unconvincing and inauthentic. Indeed, such an approach can promote cynicism and isolation among students who experience this gap between textbook and personal history (Epstein, 2009) .
Research indicates that engaging students in discussion, investigation, and analysis of the civic problems they encounter in their daily lives holds potential for fostering more aware and empowered civic identities (Fine, Torre, Burns, & Payne, 2007; Hess, 2009; kahne & Westheimer, 2003; Rubin, 2007) . Youth action research, with its emphasis on involving students in meaningful inquiry on self-generated topics linked to their own lives and experiences, is a potential antidote to the rote approaches that dominate civic education in many settings and in schools serving low income students in particular (kahne & Middaugh, 2008) . There are many examples of how educational experiences that foster sociopolitical development and critical inquiry can contribute to the civic empowerment of youth from marginalized communities (e.g., Abu El-Haj, 2009b; Morrell, 2004; Watts, Griffith, & Abdul-Adil, 1999) .
Youth action research was central to a curricular reform effort we developed together with collaborating teachers that emphasized drawing connections between themes in U.S. history (e.g., conflict and resolution, social change) and students' daily lives. 4 
Method
Methodological Orientation
This article presents an analysis of a subset of the data from a design-based research (DBR) project in which a team of teachers and researchers employed the understandings of civic learning and identity outlined above to redesign the traditional U.S. History II course. DBR involves "engineering" new forms of learning based on specific ideas about teaching practices and then studying them in real contexts (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003) . Such projects allow researchers to study, analyze, and refine educational innovations amid the complexities of actual educational settings (kelly, 2003) . Although not frequently used in research on civic learning, DBR's attentiveness to examining learning in context is well suited to a study like ours that is grounded in a situated perspective. Perhaps distinct from most DBR studies, however, ours is also embedded in a sociocultural approach to understanding civic identity that considers how larger social forces and inequalities, as instantiated in daily life, can shape civic identity. 
Quadrant II: Empowered
Change is a personal and community necessity.
Passive
Quadrant III: Complacent
No change is necessary; all is well in the u.S.
Quadrant IV: Discouraged
No change is possible; life in the u.S. is unfair.
Note: A version of this table first appeared in rubin (2007) .
" No Backpacks" versus "Drugs and Murder" beth c. rubin and brian f. hayes Four design principles, initially proposed in Rubin (2006) , guided the reconstruction of the U.S. History II course:
Civic education should build on students' own experiences with civic life, 1.
including daily experiences with civic institutions (e.g., schools, police); Civic education should provide opportunities for students to consider 2.
and discuss key issues and controversies in civic life; Civic education should build students' discussion, analysis, critique, and 3.
research skills; Civic education should build students' knowledge of their rights and 4.
responsibilities as citizens in a way that connects directly to their own concerns.
The attempt was to shift the emphasis of the curriculum from content coverage to a more open and exploratory framework facilitating connections between historical content, enduring civic issues, and students' daily lives (see appendix 1, table A1). Four civic learning strands-discussion, writing, civic action research, and current events-were incorporated throughout the year, key practices to help students develop civic skills and engage more actively with the curriculum (see appendix 2, table A2). This analysis juxtaposes the enactment of the civic action research strand of the curriculum in two distinct settings to illustrate the complexities and the promise of a practice that attempts to l everage, rather than deny or ignore, students' daily civic experiences.
Contexts and Participants
Located just sixty-five miles apart in the same northeastern state, the participating schools featured in this analysis provide distinct vantage points from which to consider issues of civic learning. Allwood High is one of two high schools in Allwood, a community of roughly 100,000. Allwood's student body is quite racially and ethnically mixed, with students from many different national, cultural, religious, and linguistic backgrounds and from predominantly middleclass families. Surrey High is one of two high schools in Surrey, a small and densely populated, declining postindustrial city of 80,000. The student body is about half African American and half Latino/a, the majority of students coming from low-income families. Table 1 provides key data for the participating schools described in this analysis.
5
The research and design team included three high school social studies teachers, a university professor (Rubin) , and a doctoral student (Hayes), with three undergraduates and a master's degree student in supporting roles. The professor and doctoral student are former public high school social studies teachers. Teachers were selected for their pedagogical and subject matter competence (based on observation and colleague recommendation), interest in the topic, and willingness to participate in the study. Jill Tenney, the participating teacher from Allwood, is a white woman in her fifth year of teaching at Allwood High School at the time of the study, and kevin Brooks, the par-ticipating teacher from Surrey, is an African American man in his fourth year of teaching at Surrey High School during the 2007-2008 school year. Both chose to live in their school communities. Both were students in a graduate program in education and had completed advanced study in social studies education, including in civic education. Both reported a deep concern about civic learning.
This analysis includes data from two schools. In these two schools, eightyseven students in five different classes participated in the project. At Allwood High School, three "middle track" U.S. History II classes, a total of sixty-eight students, participated. At Surrey High School, two sections of "special needs" U.S. History II classes, a total of twenty-two students, participated. 
Project Design and Data Collection
During an intensive summer workshop, we developed with the three participating teachers curricular and pedagogical approaches to integrate the four design principles into the required curriculum. The teachers implemented the approach in their eleventh-grade U.S. History II classes in the fall. The research team observed and videotaped twenty sessions of each class, taking notes and collecting classroom materials. The entire team met monthly to continue discussion and curriculum development. Rubin interviewed the teachers at the beginning and end of the school year. To collect data on students' experiences with the curriculum, students completed a questionnaire at the beginning and the end of the school year to ascertain their stance toward civic activity, their civic experiences, and their civic knowledge, and we conducted interviews with more than thirty students. 6 We collected school and district data as well. This analysis draws on these multiple data sources.
Data Analysis
Together with our undergraduate assistants, we read through classroom observation notes and interview transcripts to find themes, trends, and patterns. Data was coded both broadly (e.g., by school, instructional method) and narrowly (e.g., by various discussion topics, different feelings about the community). We first did coding individually and then compared results as a team, fine-tuned codes, and recoded. Each researcher wrote memos on large code categories (e.g., discussion, civic action projects, themes, and questions) and wrote up school sites as cases. Teachers read and commented on our emerging findings. We used Atlas.ti software to manage the data, codes, and memos. In general, this was a grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) in which understandings of the emic meaning of events in the setting were built through an iterative analysis of the data.
As with all interpretive research, it is important to note that this analysis is not intended to represent the experiences of all urban or suburban students but, instead, to provide a deep consideration of the experiences of students living in two distinct contexts in order to illuminate the complex social and educational processes related to civic learning.
Youth Civic Action Research in Distinct Settings: Building Civic Selves amid Congruence and Disjuncture Consistent with research supporting sociopolitical development and critical inquiry as contributing to youth civic empowerment, civic action research invites youth to explore issues that impact their lives (Cammarota & Fine, 2008; Rodriguez & Brown, 2009; Watts et al., 1999) . In the next section, we examine and interpret the civic action research experience of students at Surrey and Allwood high schools, placing it amid the intertwining contexts of curriculum, classroom, and community. This multilayered analysis reveals the complex and ambiguous nature of civic learning in a project that encourages students to draw on their own experiences.
Choosing Civic Problems
Allwood and Surrey students began the civic action research strand of the curriculum early in the year. In both schools, the participating teachers encouraged students to freely brainstorm problems that they experienced or could identify in their schools and communities. Students at each school discussed a variety of possible problems before settling on their choice for the project.
Allwood: No Backpacks in the Hallways -At the beginning of the year, Ms. Tenney's class discussed potential civic problems they could investigate. Groups of students took turns presenting their ideas for civic problems and the results of their initial research. "If we have more activities, when we get compared to Underwood we'll look better." "Hasn't anyone noticed it has gotten progressively worse every year; they are taking more and more away from us?"
Boisterous with overlapping voices, the room was filled with students' ideas and questions. The tone was giddy and impassioned, students interjecting, questioning, and voicing agreement. Hands waved around the room as students asked each other questions, raised issues, made comments, added examples, and focused intently on the identification and discussion of problems they had selected for consideration-the dress code, crowded conditions at lunch, the difficulty getting through halls between periods, and the rule against carrying backpacks through the halls.
A student named Raman described to us some of the problems they discussed during the selection process:
We said lunches, how they should be longer. And how they should have better food for us . . . we also talked about during passing [from class to class], how we should have more time . . . because it's hard to, like, get around because it's so crowded . . . to get to the other class on time.
"No Backpacks" versus "Drugs and Murder"
beth c. rubin and brian f. hayes
Students were frustrated with the stance the school administration took toward them ("They're so strict!" a girl exclaimed about the dress code). Robbie explained, "The way they, the way the teachers treat kids, and the administration, it's like the rules are so ridiculous that they encourage people to break them."
Ms. Tenney confirmed that in recent years the school administration had developed additional rules, increasingly restricting and regulating students' school lives. Students were growing frustrated. The administration's response to student infractions over the past few years had been to take away privileges in the name of curbing disorderly conduct: pep rallies, the ability to wear backpacks, field trips, and more. The extremely crowded state of the school, which currently handled many more students than it had been designed to accommodate, exacerbated these problems and spurred multiple difficulties (e.g., the length of lunch, packed hallways). Students thought that wearing backpacks, so they would not have to go to their lockers between classes, might alleviate some of these issues. For this reason, Ms. Tenney's classes decided to investigate and act on the rule against wearing backpacks in the hallways.
Ms. Tenney noted the restricted scope of this problem, limited as it was to the particularities of Allwood High School. Indeed, all of the problems put forward by her students were located at the school site and focused on issues related to students' school-based freedoms and opportunities (e.g., the dress code, the limited number of pep rallies and activities, the poor quality of the food in the cafeteria). While she encouraged her students to think broadly when selecting a problem for inquiry, she also believed that the heart of the project was to select a problem that was meaningful to the students.
It's so hard in a town of our size, and because we are a middle-class suburb, to really find a [community] problem that's meaningful to all students. I'm not sure how they would choose a [community] problem and be passionate enough about it. I mean, what's their hardest thing that they have to deal with? Traffic?
With that in mind, she gave students the green light to pursue their deeply held conviction that they should be allowed to wear backpacks in the hallway.
Surrey: Drugs and Murder -At our first research team meeting, Mr. Brooks reported back on what his class had been doing. "Well, we've voted on the community issue we want to tackle," he told the research and design team. "My first-period class, we voted together on drugs and voted in second period on murders." The team sat in silence, speechless for a moment, taken aback by the contrast with the Allwood students' plan. Mr. Brooks described how his class arrived at these problems.
What I did was I had them set up a chart where they pretty much, they're thinking about their block, their neighborhood, their city, and the school-places where you spend most of your time . "Uniforms and lunches were things that they hated," Mr. Brooks told us, problems shared by Allwood students. But, in the end, his students decided to tackle a community problem very different from Allwood's. Manuel described how the students in his class made their choice, selecting "drugs" after honing it down to "drugs" and "murder," because the former was tightly linked to the latter: "because, it's basically like, if we would've chose murder, most of the murders here in Surrey are dealt with drugs, so basically if you stop drugs . . . you're stopping most of the murders."
Mr. Brooks recognized the seriousness of the problems selected. The topics were "rough," he said, acknowledging the difficulty of doing projects on such choices. "But," he explained, "I was trying not to put any barriers on what they wanted to do, you know? I mean, it's a civic-driven, civic-participation driven program . . . and I really didn't want them to feel like this is a typical school thing." He drew out how ridiculous it would have been to limit his students to smaller, less intractable problems, saying with ironic laughter, "like we're talking about, I don't know, 'putting the stop sign here.' I mean these kids have real concerns."
Neither Allwood nor Surrey students selected the traffic-related problems of which their teachers gently made fun. Both groups of students, after impassioned debate, chose problems that they found meaningful and that affected them daily. But, perhaps obviously, the nature of these concerns was very different. The civic problems selected by Allwood and Surrey students reflect particular relationships with civic institutions.
Congruence and Disjuncture as Frames for Civic Identity Development
Congruence: "There's a lot of a very nice feeling of community here" -Ms. Tenney's students at Allwood High described their town as quiet, attractive, and a bit boring. "There's nothing great, like, nothing like, spectacular. You know, it's nice and mellow," said Daniel. Janet concurred, saying, "it's nice . . . I know that Allwood used to be a very highly looked-at community, like, back when. Now, I think it's just kind of one of those, like, whatever towns." Rebecca elaborated: "It's boring. No, it's not that boring. It's just, it's quiet. It's not too, it's not, I mean, it's just very suburban. It's very . . . full of trees." She expanded further, describing how she experienced life in Allwood: "There's just, there's, I think there's a lot of a very nice feeling of community here. I think if you're in trouble, someone knows about it."
Ms. Tenney's students reflected a general sense of trust in the adults charged with protecting them. "I love the Allwood Police," said Tariq. "I'm actually going to become an Allwood cop hopefully." "The police are doing well," Samara told us. "They like, they get at the place where there's something going on, like, pretty fast . . . they listen to everybody and then they make a decision, not just based on what they see." Robbie also felt safe in the community: "There's a lot of cops. They swarm the streets and, like, it's good . . . And you know, I feel like if something were to happen I'd have help . . . It's a safe place, I think." Students reported encounters, witnessed or experienced, in which people were pulled over for minor infractions; these indications of police vigilance made them feel safer. All of the students felt the police were doing a good job protecting the community, but, as Daniel made sure to point out, this was not such a difficult task in peaceful Allwood, where "it's not like there are criminals walking around here and they're working night and day to keep them out."
These students' comments reflected the relative prosperity and safety of Allwood. The median household income of Allwood families in 2007 was $80,581. Unemployment in Allwood, as of 2007, was 4.2 percent, with a 2.7 percent poverty rate for families. Allwood's violent crime rate of 1.67 percent fell well below the state and national averages; the property crime rate was low, and a person's chance of being a victim of a violent crime in Allwood was less than half the state average.
Ms. Tenney's students also felt positively about the school, teachers, and other adults who surrounded them. Rebecca described teachers as "very supportive, [they] say 'call me if you ever need anything.' And they follow through." "The teachers here are great," Tariq enthused. "We have a good staff here, I got to say." kim, describing the best thing about Allwood, said, "I like having the closeness with the teachers." "I like the teachers. They always help you out," offered Samara.
Students spoke of teachers they could trust and count on. Janet explained, "There are a lot of people in this school that you can actually really trust. It's really cool, because you can open up to a lot of people here." They described teachers who went beyond classroom teaching, teachers "you can talk to about everything," who "stop what they're doing and make sure you're okay," who advised students about "the SATs, acceptance, college life." They also spoke highly of the security guards and guidance office. Robbie described how you just write a little slip saying "I want to come talk to you," they'll call you down the next day . . . I remember one day my counselor was in the middle of lunch and I had to talk to him really bad about something, and he just stopped what he was doing, kept me as long as he had to. Like, during his one lunch period of the day, and I think if, like, a teacher or guidance counselor is willing to do that, then it just shows like how dedicated they are to their students. It's good.
In this context of general satisfaction and comfort, students had one main complaint about the school. As a student, Samara, said, "The worst thing? It's really crowded. It's really crowded."
Overall, Ms. Tenney's students put forward a sense of a school that was orderly and safe. Despite its crowded conditions, participating students reflected a sense that their school had the teachers and counselors necessary to provide a good quality of education for them, that the school was, for the most part, succeeding in its mission to prepare them for life beyond high school. This was borne out in Allwoods's low dropout rate (1.4 percent), high graduation rate (97.4 percent), and high attendance rate (96 percent) during the year of the study. Allwood students scored well on the SAT (average scores of 533 math/500 verbal), and scored better than the state average on state proficiency tests.
This was an environment in which students experienced congruence. From these students' perspectives, the civic institutions most directly charged with protecting and guiding them-law enforcement and school-were holding up their end of the bargain. Although irritated by some rules they felt were unreasonable, students expressed a general and justifiable sense of trust in these institutions. This congruence proved a powerful force in students' developing sense of civic efficacy, even as it shielded them from larger social problems that might have led to a more critical perspective.
Disjuncture: "It's the worst place to live" -In stark contrast to Ms. Tenney's students in Allwood, students in Mr. Brooks's classes in Surrey described a town fraught with danger. As Narciso put it, "It's dirty. People always fighting. People always dying. If you just walk down the street you see drugs being handed out. It's the worst place to live." Surrey students reported that they had seen a great degree of violence, drug use, and other forms of law breaking in their community, and they expressed little faith that the police were willing or able to improve the situation. Of students surveyed, 86 percent had experienced violence in the neighborhood, and 68 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that their neighborhood was safe.
These perceptions were grounded in reality: Surrey was a challenging place in which to live. Frequently cited on lists of the most dangerous cities in the United States, Surrey's violent crime rate was six times higher than the state average, property crime was high, and the rate of crimes per square mile in Surrey was fourteen times the state average, with 699 crimes per square mile (Morgan, Morgan, & Boba, 2008 Each student interviewed at Surrey High expressed concern about danger in the city, describing personal encounters with illegal drug use and murder.
Students spoke of frequently witnessing the open sale of illegal drugs. Stacey told us, "The problem we have is that they'll sit on the corner, and they'll do their drugs right there and a child will walk by and be like 'Oh mom, look.'" Students' experiences with violence were immediate and dramatic. Narciso explained, "Look, my brother got shot in the stomach seven times . . . All over his body, seven times. His friend got shot four times in the heart because he was in front of him . . . He's ok. He's still living; it's just that his arm is paralyzed right now." Violence was so endemic that one student, Manuel, told Mr. Brooks that he didn't think that serving in Iraq would be worse than living in Surrey. Asked if he would go to Iraq, Manuel replied, "Hell yeah-I'd see crazy people but it's not like I don't see crazy stuff here. There's a war going on here, dog. [If you go to Iraq] sometimes you get a nice paycheck when you come back."
In this context, students' feelings toward law enforcement, the key civic institution charged with protecting them from crime and violence, ranged from mild disgust with the perceived inaction of police to fury inspired by incidents (observed personally or observed by others) of police harming community members. Of students surveyed, 86 percent said they had experienced unfair treatment by a police officer, and 83 percent said police in their community did not treat people fairly. Narciso, when asked how well the police were doing keeping the community safe, responded, "No, negative, like, twenty points . . . Look, my brother got shot . . . They'll say they're working on it, but next thing you know, two years went by and they don't know nothing about it." He felt the police were corrupt: "All you got to do is give them a thousand dollars to turn their heads and they do it." Benny agreed, telling us that things might change "if the cops stop killing people and start doing what they're supposed to do. The cops, if they're right down on your block, they might not even look for drugs, they might come out there just to mess with you." We asked whether Benny would go to the police if he had a problem. "No."
Esteban echoed this general sense among Mr. Brooks's students that police ignored crime in Surrey, explaining, "You see, like, the drug dealers on the corner and, like, you also see that the police cars drive by them and don't do nothing." Sandy concurred:
Where I live at, it could be a whole group of guys at the corner and the cops would just pass by, and like they'll see them dealing drugs and the cops will just pass by. Or if it's state boys, they'll just drive by and see who they can find, but it's not helping anyone.
Benny reiterated the common view that the police in Surrey operated outside of the law:
They're not protecting nothing. I ain't seen them protect nobody yet. They over there slamming people, shooting people, beating people up . . . They're cops, they can do whatever they want. Cops can come up to you, beat you up and you can take it to court. You're not going to win. They'll just make up a lie right out on paper. Whatever they say goes. They're going to believe them over you.
Other students recounted racist insults and incidents of police abuse they had experienced, witnessed or been told of, expressing a profound mistrust of the police and belief in their immorality and lawlessness.
Students' sense of danger, insecurity, and lawlessness beyond school walls mirrored their depiction of life inside the school building, which they described consistently as unsafe, uncaring, and chaotic. Eighty-six percent of Mr. Brooks's students said they had experienced violence at school. They had seen drugs sold and used in the building. Manuel said, "You got kids coming to school high as hell . . . And I've seen kids coming here with drugs, too." He continued, "I don't like this school at all. Sometimes I feel like I'm coming into a jail, you've got to come in through metal detectors. They search you no matter what." Despite the metal detectors, the school administration's attempt to address school safety issues, students did not feel safe because of the failures on the part of the adults entrusted with protecting them. As Narciso explained, "The side door . . . if you pull the security guard over, he'll open the side door. Like anybody could just walk in here with a gun. All you got to do is know the security guard, say 'what's up' to him, he'll open the door, just give him $20."
Students at Surrey felt their best interests were not being served, and this lack of trust extended to the students' perceptions of teachers and school counselors. Seventy-one percent reported unfair treatment by a school official. Narciso described hostility from a guidance counselor who responded to his request for information about his graduation status saying, "I can't tell you nothing, get out of here." Students felt that many, perhaps most, of their teachers did not care about them. As Manuel said, "Like some teachers in this school don't even care, they don't care if you go to class or not. They just pass you just to pass you." Esteban sounded disgusted as he described how the many students roaming the hallways during class time were rarely confronted by the adults in charge.
Mr. Brooks's students also felt that most teachers did not put much effort into their work. When during a class discussion Mr. Brooks asked the students if anyone in the class had learned about the day's topic (abuses of power during wartime) before, Narciso replied, "No one, because people at this school don't give a f*ck about us. Because teachers aren't like you. They sit on their asses and get paid." In his view, "there's more messed up teachers than good teachers." In his eyes, Mr. Brooks exemplified a good teacher: "even if you don't really want to learn, he'll still teach you." When asked what advice he would give to a new student coming to Surrey, Manuel replied, "choose another school." These feelings were corroborated by state and district data from 2007-2008. While disappointing, the school's relatively high dropout rate (8%) and rela-tively low graduation (75%) and attendance rates (80%) were not shocking. These school-generated statistics were dwarfed by indicators measuring students' preparation for life after high school. Students scored extremely low on the SAT scores (average scores of 330 math/335 verbal) and terribly on statewide proficiency tests (37.7 percent proficient in language arts, 12.7 percent proficient in mathematics), with only 10.6 percent of Surrey seniors graduating by passing the state test. In the year following the study, the school was ranked at the very bottom of the state high school rankings. While standardized test scores and state rankings do not provide a full measure of students' capacities, such statistics indicate that Surrey was failing to prepare the great majority of its students for life after high school and, thus, was largely failing in its educational mission. This was a setting, then, in which students experienced disjuncture. From these students' perspective, the civic institutions charged with supporting and protecting them-law enforcement and school-had failed miserably in their mission. These civic failures put large, complex, and seemingly intractable social problems front and center in the daily lives of students. Disjuncture made the Surrey students' project topic deeply meaningful and connected to larger social issues. It also made notions of civic action infinitely more complex than they were for their Allwood peers.
Pursuing Civic Action Research amid Congruence and Disjuncture
"We won the battle" -For Allwood students, gathering evidence about their problem could be done within the safety of school and home. Lalit described the initial investigation of student-generated problems, explaining:
In one assignment, we had to go around the school and . . . just note down what you see and observe about the situation, like I had to write down notes during lunch about the foods and how kids reacted. Like, I asked them, like-did you like the food? And what could you do to make it better?
Tariq remembered that Ms. Tenney told us to go home, look up our topics, look at evidence and see if we can back up our arguments. So what we had to do is we had a couple of days in class, we had to talk to our group members. And then we had to go up in front of the class.
As described earlier, students investigated their various problems before voting to select the backpack issue. This was a straightforward process that, while generating much class discussion, certainly did not touch on sensitive issues related to safety, survival, and allegiance.
Acting on the problem seemed similarly straightforward to the students. Cindy described what they had planned to do: "we were going to plan to maybe talk to the principal, talk to the student council. Get more support." Rebecca used the language of political negotiation to explain how they intended to act, describing how they were going to "lobby" for the right to carry backpacks.
As the year continued, the new approach to U.S. History II flourished in Ms. Tenney's classroom. Students engaged in lively discussions on the essential questions of the course, considering issues such as America's role in the world, whether the economy was fair, and the nature of social change. A fourth-quarter project in which each student researched and presented on a social change movement captivated the attention of the class, and students created posters and well-informed presentations on various movements: gay rights, prochoice, pro-life, and Native American rights, to name just a few.
The civic action project, however, had fallen by the wayside by the second quarter. A new principal had taken charge of the school, and he was systematically reforming the strict rules that had characterized the previous administration. Ms. Tenney held off having her students work on the project because everything was in flux, and it looked like the very rules to which they had objected were about to change. Plus, the students were more excited about other aspects of the curriculum. The civic action projects, while they had captured students' attention for a few weeks at the beginning of the year, were not at the forefront of their concerns.
By the end of the year, the Allwood students' chosen problem had been resolved by the new principal, who determined that students could again wear their backpacks in the hallway. The students were left without a problem to act on and with the experience of having one of their key issues, in Cindy's words, "kind of resolved on its own." Some students even felt that some of their other concerns had been addressed as well. Jennifer noted, "Well, we haven't really done anything, but the lunch, actually the food in lunch does seem better . . . and backpacks were actually brought back. We're allowed to use nylon backpacks." Their problem, therefore, was solved when the school "changed the rules," Rebecca said, indicating her sense that this was an orderly, almost legalistic process. Students experienced the simplicity of change in a system that ultimately made sense and, in the end, could be trusted to act in the best interest of its constituents.
The effortless resolution of the Allwood problem was, on the one hand, empowering. Students felt they had made an impact. Tariq described proudly how their problem was resolved:
We picked the backpack situation, [which] actually got done. We didn't even have to do anything. It just got done because of the new principal. Because I think he realized how nonsense that was. Not to have backpacks. So what he did was he let us have string bags. Little sport bags. So we really, we won the battle.
As Samara put it, "It was something we all wanted to do. It was a problem we all wanted to do so everyone got involved . . . It felt good because we got to make change." Lalit was able to feel like he made a difference without actu-"No Backpacks" versus "Drugs and Murder" beth c. rubin and brian f. hayes ally doing anything. "I don't know if our class really affected it much," he conceded, "but we do have more passing time next year. Yeah, so I don't think it was our class specifically, but I think we did make a difference." The easy resolution to their problem reinforced the congruence experienced by Allwood students who were left with the impression that just discussing school problems could result in change.
Dilemmas of Action -What in Allwood was an uncomplicated process simplified still further by the unilateral action taken by the new principal was at Surrey almost unbearably complex. One complexity was that some of Mr. Brooks's students were involved in the very problem they had selected. He explained:
I mean, I understand the makeup of my students. I mean, I have some people that just left jail. I got quite a few students that . . . are drug dealers themselves . . . I mean, this one kid I have he's . . . he's on probation for gun charges, and you have some people that have real, real issues.
Students themselves, or those close to them, were involved in drug use and sale and in the very violence they decried, presenting Mr. Brooks with a complicated teaching dilemma: navigating the contradictions inherent in engaging students with a problem in which they played a part.
Though students spoke disparagingly of illegal activities in their community, many expressed that reporting such activities to law enforcement was not an option, and some described their direct involvement in such activities as necessary for survival. As Aware that his participation or assent contributed to the lack of security of the community, but feeling such actions were essential, Manuel showed his mixed emotions in the repeated qualification of his responses ("you know what I'm saying?"). Calling the police to report drug dealing-seemingly an obvious action for those living in affluent communities-involved great personal risk for Surrey students. As Evan put it vividly, "Find out you snitch and they pop. I've known a lot of snitches got killed."
This catch-22 of experiencing severe problems while feeling powerless to act against them sometimes resulted in a sense of hopelessness and resignation, although students never lost their desire to work on the project. Manuel proclaimed, "One person can't make a difference. If it's one, don't get involved." "I can't do anything where I live," echoed Evan. Narciso wavered a bit, telling the interviewer that "if a lot of people get together, they could like stop it [drug dealing] a little bit," before concluding, "but it ain't never going to stop." In Surrey, unlike Allwood, students experienced a fundamental conflict between their motivation to act and difficulties implicit in such action.
The disjuncture of the context set nihilism alongside a critical analysis and a desire to act. As one student put it, "Cops don't worry. Why should we?" Such dilemmas of action were not faced by Allwood students, whose quest to carry backpacks was easily and painlessly fulfilled.
Despite these strong expressions of disjuncture, Mr. Brooks's students also spoke with pride about their community, expressed a sense of responsibility toward those younger than them, and had a strong desire to improve the community's situation for themselves and for others. Sandy, reflecting on whether she intended to act on the class's civic problems, said, Yes, because, say we was to have children-they would have to grow up seeing the same thing we saw, and that's not cool. You don't want your children-your child-to grow up in a place like that, seeing people selling drugs on the corner or killing people.
How might she act on these feelings? "Go on strike . . . get a couple people go to city hall to whoever is responsible for this, and just talk to them, tell them what's going on and how it's affecting your life."
Indeed, when compared with their Allwood peers, Surrey students appeared more committed to social action. In Surrey, 94 percent of the students said they would volunteer time to help poor or elderly in the community, compared with 70 percent in Allwood. In Surrey, 92 percent of the students said they would work with a group to solve a problem in the community in which they lived, while only 51 percent of Allwood students expressed this commitment. Fifty-seven percent of Surrey students said they would participate in a peaceful protest march or rally, compared with 44 percent of Allwood students. Despite this enthusiasm, Surrey students were less likely to believe that change actually could occur than their less socially committed Allwood peers. While only 60 percent of Surrey students felt that by working with others they could make things better, 83 percent of Allwood students agreed with that same statement.
By the second quarter Mr. Brooks had hit on the strategy he was going to employ so that his Surrey students would be able to create a product from their civic action research project that might give them a sense of purpose, pride, and closure. They would all contribute to a "scrapbook," a compilation of writing, research, and photographs on the problems of drugs and murder in their community. The students voted on the title Listen: An Anthology of Student Voices. Students worked hard on the project. During the final quarter of the year, in inverse relation to the Allwood experience, the rest of the curriculum slipped away as students focused on writing and revising their pieces for the scrapbook. Surrey students cataloged their daily experiences. They used stories and photographs to effectively dramatize their chosen problems, creating an emotionally powerful document that-particularly for students in a special-needs social studies class in a school in which very little writing was expected-was an impressive accomplishment. "No Backpacks" versus "Drugs and Murder" beth c. rubin and brian f. hayes Tamika spoke proudly of the project, saying, "We're talking about murders and stuff because we're writing a book . . . We're writing a book about the murders in the city of Surrey." In interviews, the students raved about the opportunity to work on a product like Listen. "We've never done anything like this before in school. We've never written this much. I've gone through two whole notebooks this year!" For all of the dilemmas described earlier, Surrey students indicated that their work on the scrapbook and participation in the discussions and research gave them a sense that they were participating in meaningful action. Omar said he "loved" the project for that reason. This year's class was so different from previous years where "all we did was watch movies, hand out dittos, hand out ditto sheets."
Expressing feelings, considering what one might do to take a stand against a community problem, getting out of the school building to attend civic eventsthese were some of the features distinguishing social studies with Mr. Brooks from students' past experiences.
As Mr. Brooks wrote in the foreword to the scrapbook, What my students have presented here in Listen, are their own perspectives, opinions, and experiences concerning the drug trade and murders here in the city we call home. To their credit, my students in Listen explore and share deeply personal stories and experiences; some still feel very uncomfortable sharing verbally. Communication through ink, however, as most people could agree, is intimate and safe; a place emotionally and/or physically, many of my students (and others like them) may have not seen since childhood, if ever.
He continued:
What Listen hopes to communicate with all of its slang, profanity, and disturbing content, is that my poorer, minority students too have voices, thoughts, and dreams. They are not all the same. They are not stereotypes. They do desire to see positive changes in their city, their country, their world.
Youth civic action in Surrey was fraught with complexity yet was singularly meaningful in both effort and relevance when compared to students' previous school experiences. In Allwood, congruence-the sense that one's immediate civic institutions are working for one's benefit-had the power to convince students that they had caused change despite their actual lack of action. Disjuncture-the sense that one's immediate civic institutions are not looking after one's best interests-created a complex context for the civic learning experiences of Surrey youth, but this did not mean that civic learning did not take place. Indeed, the students' experience of studying and expressing themselves on topics generally avoided by the adults surrounding them was a powerful one, indicating the tremendous potential of settings of disjuncture for meaningful civic learning.
Conclusion
Although conveyance of civic knowledge might seem on the surface to be a straightforward proposition, civic education is not a socially, historically, or politically neutral endeavor. In our democratic society, as Junn (2004) notes, "inequality and barriers to action structure rather than pepper" the daily lives of some young people, and "concepts such as freedom, fairness, equality, justice, and even democracy are far from unambiguous" (p. 252).
This project revealed both how civic action research can facilitate the connection between the curriculum and students' lives and how there are complexities in making such connections. Samara's and Omar's comments that open this article perfectly reflect the ambivalence inherent in such a project; Samara "felt good" about a change she did nothing to bring about, while Omar was deeply concerned about the problem he described and just as deeply convinced that it would never be resolved. Congruence and disjuncture profoundly shaped these students' civic learning experiences, dramatizing how fundamentally civic identity development is embedded within particular social, historical, political, and economic contexts that both enable and complicate meaningful civic learning.
Such findings raise serious questions for the practice of civic education. Youth action research and, more broadly, civic education practices that draw on students' own experiences have great potential to counter the alienation from civic life often produced by traditional civic education based on triumphalist narratives of United States history and unsophisticated theories of learning. Yet, as we demonstrate, such approaches play out very differently in contexts of congruence or disjuncture. The practical question our analysis raises is, How to best teach for meaningful civic learning amid these varied contexts and circumstances?
Teachers working in congruent settings have tremendous advantages. They are more likely to have better access to material resources-books, photocopiers, helpful technology-than their colleagues in settings of disjuncture. Students in these settings are more likely to attend school regularly, to have fewer outside responsibilities, and to have the higher level of academic competence that results from being educated in more consistently effective schools. These students have experienced functioning civic institutions and feel more buy-in to the idea that these institutions could be responsive to citizens. Such advantages enabled Ms. Tenney to successfully implement the wholly redesigned curricular approach to U.S. History II that so captivated her students.
The challenge for teachers in such settings will be to help students engage in analysis beyond the narrow confines of school and community. Ms. Tenney's students were taking part in a version of U.S. History II that foregrounded critical civic issues and mitigated the impact of the setting's congruence. Students in congruent settings-learning through a more traditional, textbook-driven approach-were frequently complacent in their stance on civic issues, seeing civic problems as irrelevant to them and viewing the role of citizen as restricted to voting and paying taxes (Rubin, 2007) . Educators in these settings face the complex challenge of leveraging their schools' superior resources, support, and security in order to unsettle the complacency resulting from these same assets. Students in such settings could benefit from teaching practices and curricula that emphasize critical engagement with larger civic issues, the opportunity to communicate with students living in less congruent contexts, and a critical framework for making sense of the inequalities that they study and observe.
Teachers working in classrooms in settings of disjuncture have a more difficult, but critical and worthwhile, challenge ahead of them. They face the constraints of poorly functioning schools-limited access to resources, bureaucratic encumbrances, chaotic atmosphere-that create less stable and consistent environments for both students and teachers. Their students attend school less regularly; face the many challenges presented by living in resource-and opportunity-poor, crime-ridden communities; and have not had the opportunity to develop academic skills in consistently effective schools.
The failure of civic institutions leads to an understandable skepticism about the responsiveness of these institutions to calls for change, and, as described throughout this article, problems that are meaningful to students in such settings also present them and their teachers with serious dilemmas. In team meetings and interviews, Mr. Brooks frequently reflected on the challenges of teaching in such a setting. He was enthusiastic about the project and excited about how his students were engaging, through discussion and writing, with complex and meaningful topics. But he also struggled to keep his spirits up in the face of his students' intermittent attendance, poor academic skills, limited prospects for further education and meaningful employment, and cynical perspectives on civic life.
The challenge for teachers in such settings is to guide students through projects that are more demanding and complex than what they usually encounter in school. It takes skill and tact to support students as they engage with personally difficult topics, to walk the fine line between providing students with a hopeful vision for civic improvement without insisting on a rosy picture of civic life that students know not to be true. Students in such settings need academic and emotional support. They also need the opportunity to make a structural analysis of inequality and injustice, to understand the larger forces behind their community's problems. And, perhaps most importantly, they need opportunities to be heard, to present their findings-particularly through expressive and creative means (Abu El-Haj, 2009b; Fine, Roberts, Torre, Bloom, Burns, Chajet et al., 2004) . Mr. Brooks's students, for all of their discouragement, were deeply proud of the scrapbook they created. The title they selected, Listen: An Anthology of Student Voices, speaks volumes about their unsatisfied need to be heard on the difficult issues that affected them so directly. While the complex problems they chose to investigate remain unsolved, the students (and their teacher) found meaning and voice in the creation of a scrapbook that reflected their difficult experiences.
This article demonstrates the need for civic education practices that are attentive to the qualities of varied communities. Civic learning is a situated endeavor embedded within settings with particular political, historical, economic, and social dimensions. All settings are not created equal, but neither are they one-dimensional in terms of their impact on civic learning. Settings of congruence have the benefit of resources, order, and trust but may seem to lack passion and significance. Settings of disjuncture are troubled by institutional failure, chaos, and mistrust, but civic learning in such contexts has the urgency and meaning that comes from standing directly in the crucible of society's most pressing civic problems. Educators and others concerned with the civic identity development of all American youth will find that creating practices and curricula for civic learning that are attentive to these differences will result in more meaningful civic learning for youth across varied communities.
Notes
Pseudonyms are used for the names of all students, teachers, schools, and communities 1.
in this article. In 1998, 77 percent of fourth graders, 84 percent of eighth graders, and 68 percent of 2.
twelfth graders scored "below proficient" on the NAEP test of civic knowledge (Lutkus, Weiss, Campbell, Mazzeo, & Lazer, 1999) . Results from the 2006 administration of the test showed some improvement, with "below proficient" scores for 75 percent of fourth graders, 76 percent of eighth graders, and 68 percent of twelfth graders, but still a weak performance, with only 25-32 percent of U.S. students reaching proficiency on this standard measure of civic knowledge (Lutkus & Weiss, 2007) . Programs announced emphasized direct transmission of patriotically oriented content, 3.
including the Idea of America Essay Contest, an annual Heroes of History lecture, and Pledge Across America, "a nationwide patriotic observance that invites every school child in America to participate in a simultaneous pledge of allegiance" (Bush Education Initiatives, 2002). The entire curricular and instructional redesign project and its results are described in 4.
Rubin (in press). Students and a teacher at a third school, Oak knoll, participated in the study as well. 5.
Due to space constraints, this article focuses only on Surrey and Allwood high schools. When selecting students for interviews, the research team sought to solicit the views 6.
of students from a variety of racial/ethnic, religious, and linguistic backgrounds, both boys and girls, with varying levels of participation in class and with various levels of achievement in the class (based on observation and discussion with the teacher).
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